Project Plan
Campus Clean Up

Topic:
A campus wide trash clean up conducted by anyone interested.

Rational:
At a general meeting we brainstormed ideas in the ‘Decide’ phase of the model. Trash around campus was chosen because it is a tangible and relatively easy to plan event which will make for a great bonding experience

Project E-Board/Committee:
- Owen Manahan
- Mitchell Asante
- Pj Pfeiffer
- Lily Rosa
- Donna Osgood
- Lili Klayman
- Max Fontes
- Fiona Greenough
- Sahaja Surapaneni
- Nghia Nguyen

Goals:
- Clean up trash around campus
- Bring attention to the quantity of trash and pollution around campus
- Bring together students to engage in the clean up (target of 45 individuals)
  - Flyers- a fact about how trash clean up affects your health
  - Social Media- general information about how trash clean up affects your health
  - Meet with head of other clubs and see if they’re interested
  - Greek Life?
  - Announce at Basketball Games?

Objectives:
- Physically pick up the trash by walking around heavily polluted areas
- Spread flyers around campus that explain and highlight the clean up
  - Greek life
  - Sports games
  - Residence halls
  - Word to mouth
  - Social media
● Work with related clubs to achieve maximum turnout

Timeframe:
● Project Began: 2/4/19
● Project Will Take Place: 2/23/19 at 12:00 p.m. - roughly 2:00 p.m.

Implementation:
● All participating individuals will meet at the Airport Lounge in the Memorial Union around noon
● We will divide the group (however large) into four sections assigned to specific zones:
  ○ Section 1 will clean up around the Keeney lot area
  ○ Section 2 will clean up around the Ryan Center and Flagg Lot
  ○ Section 3 will clean up around the center of campus (Mainfare and the Quad)
  ○ Section 4 will clean up around upper college road with focus around the Emporium
● Each group is lead by an e-board/committee member
● Each group will receive plastic gloves, trash bags, and recycling bags
● After receiving materials, each group will go to their zone and do the clean up
  ○ One or two committee member/e-board member in each group
● After approx. two hours we will meet at the dumpster behind the Memorial Union and recycle/throw away the trash